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Can Conscious Experience
Affect Brain Activity?
The chief goal of Velmans’ article (2002) is to find a way to solve the problem of
how conscious experience could have bodily effects. I shall discuss his treatment
of this below. First, I would like to deal with Velmans’ treatment of my own studies of volition and free will in relation to brain processes.
Unconscious Initiation and Conscious Veto of Freely Voluntary Acts
Velmans appropriately refers to our experimental study (Libet et al., 1983) that
found that onset of an electrically observable cerebral process (readiness potential, or RP) preceded the appearance of the subject’s awareness of the conscious
wish to act, by at least 350 msec. That indicated that the volitional process is initiated unconsciously. Velmans uses the term preconscious instead of unconscious. But, in fact, subjects have no reportable awareness or intuitive feeling
that the brain has started a process before their conscious wish/urge to act
appears. Unconscious initiation of the voluntary process appeared to mean that
conscious free will could not actually ‘tell’ the brain to begin its preparation to
carry out a voluntary act.
However, our experimental observations also showed that the conscious wish
to act (W) preceded the final motor act by about 200 msec (or 150 msec when
corrected for a –50 msec bias in the reporting process). That provided an opportunity for the conscious will to control the outcome of the volitional process. It
could do that by providing a possibly necessary trigger for the process to proceed
to completion in a motor act; there is, however, no evidence for such a mechanism. Or, the conscious will could block or ‘veto’ the process, resulting in no
motor act (Libet, 1985).
The existence of a potentiality to veto is not in doubt. Everyone has experienced having a wish or urge to perform an act, but vetoed the actual performance
of the act. That presumably occurs when a given W is recognized as being incompatible with social acceptability and with one’s personality.
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In his footnote number 4, Velmans discusses the veto or ‘censor’ potentiality.
But he raises an obvious question: Why doesn’t the veto decision have its own
unconscious antecedents, just as appears to be the case for W itself? If the veto
were developed by preceding unconscious processes, that would eliminate conscious free will as the agent for the veto decision.
Velmans recognizes that I have argued that the veto need not be decided by
preceding unconscious processes (Libet, 1999). The conscious veto is a control
function, different from simply becoming aware of the wish to act. The content
of the awareness of the volitional urge to act could include a conscious content of
factors that may affect the conscious veto decision. However, the conscious decision to veto could be made without direct specifications for that decision by the
preceding unconscious processes. Such a view of the veto allows genuine conscious free will to be a controlling agent in the performance of a voluntary act,
even though conscious free will appears not to initiate the volitional process.
Velmans cites what he believes is evidence that bears on this issue. He states
that Karrer et al. (1978) and ‘Konttinen & Lyytinen (1993) found that refraining
from irrelevant movements is associated with a slow positive- going readiness
potential’ (Velmans, 2002, p. 10, fn 4). However, a careful reading of those articles indicates that their evidence is not directly relevant to the veto issue.
The paper by Konttinen & Lyytinen (1993) studied stabilization of a rifle
when aiming it. The visual stabilization related to that task was associated with
increased negativity in the EEG, seen over a period of about 8 sec. The motor
component of that task was associated with ‘attenuated negativity or increasing
positivity’. There was no evidence bearing on the possibility that the positivity
tendency was related to inhibition of irrelevant movements. Indeed, it seems
likely that the movements in motor stabilization of a rifle were responses to sensory feedback from proprioceptive organs in the muscles and tendons. In any
case, the conditions did not involve our kind of veto to block the ability of a voluntary process, initiated endogenously, to produce the motor act.
The paper by Karrer et al. (1978) found positive kinds of RPs in preadolescent children, elderly subjects and mental retardates. Normal negative RPs
were found with subjects 16 to 18 years old. The authors speculated that the positive type RPs were associated with inhibition of irrelevant motor activity in producing a non-cued voluntary button press with the thumb. Now, if the positivity
reflects inhibition of irrelevant movements producing this quick motor act, how
is it possible for the subject to produce any act at all? The recorded positivity
occupies the entire period of a second or more preceding the act, in those subjects
showing a positive RP. Indeed, the authors themselves raised the ‘intriguing possibility’ that the positivity may reflect a different pattern of the sources of the RP
from the normal. This kind of explanation is presented by Deecke et al. (1978)
for the positive type RPs they described in older subjects (60–69 years old).
Clearly, neither of these references cited by Velmans produced any evidence
directly related to a conscious veto of a voluntary process. Their subjects were
not asked to inhibit or veto any movements. I therefore conclude that the
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conscious veto is a phenomenon that provides an opportunity for free will to act
as a controlling agent in voluntary action.
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The Mental and the Physical
Mental phenomena, including conscious experience, cannot be observed by the
most complete inspection of the physical brain. Subjective experience is accessible only to the individual who has it (the so-called first-person view). Reports of
a subjective experience can, of course, be correlated experimentally with specific neural activities in the brain. Believers in physicalism are confident that
completely adequate correlations will eventually be discovered, but that remains
a theoretical belief. There is some evidence that a full correlation may not occur;
i.e. there may be conscious mental events that appear to occur not tied or based
upon neural events (Libet, 1994; 1996; 1999).
Velmans tries to solve the paradox of first-person introspective subjective
experience based fully on the external observations of the physical brain. He
does this by invoking a principle of complementarity. In this, the mind is ‘not’
either physical or conscious experience, it is at once physical and conscious
experience.
This view would appear to be a version of identity theory (see Pepper, 1960).
In this, there is a single substrate (for the brain in this case), which exhibits an
‘inner quality’ (accessible only to the individual) and an ‘outer quality’ (observable physically to an external observer). There is no way of knowing what the
‘substrate’ is, and it is difficult to explain how both such qualities can be exhibited by the same substrate. Velmans offers some analogies for complementarianism, but these involve two different physically observable phenomenon. This
doesn’t solve the unique nature of the ‘mind–brain’ relationship, in which one
feature is conscious subjective experience that cannot be observed by any external physical means.
Libet (1994) proposed that a testable conscious mental field (CMF) could
emerge from appropriate cerebral functions. The CMF would unify conscious
experience (that is based on an immense number of different neural events), and
the CMF is postulated to be able to affect certain neural activities that would provide an avenue for the action of conscious will on the brain. I shall not, here, repeat
the full proposal and the experimental design for testing it (see Libet, 1994).
Is Mental Causation Real?
Velmans recognizes that, empirically, mental functions appear to control many
actions mediated by the brain. He also accepts our finding that the brain can initiate a volitional process well before the appearance of the awareness of the wish
(W) to perform the act (Libet et al., 1983). But, argues Velmans, the delay for W
‘does not argue against the voluntary nature of that preconscious process. On the
contrary, the fact that the act consciously feels as if it is voluntary and controlled
suggest that the processes which have generated that experience are voluntary
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and controlled. . . .’ He then states, ‘I assume that such processes operate according to determinate physical principles;’ we have ‘a form of biological determinism that is compatible with experienced free will’ (Velmans, 2002, p. 20).
On the other hand, Velmans notes, in his appendix, that physicalism ‘is partly
an expression of faith, based on precedents in other areas of science’ (p. 22).
Velmans also agrees that neural correlates alone would not tell us how conscious
experience arises. I agree with both of these propositions (Libet, 1973; 1993;
1994; 1996; 1999), as do others (e.g. Chalmers, 1996).
So, what can we make out of all this? Velmans points out that a physical
reductionism, that proposes the conscious experience is identical with neural
activity, is not acceptable. Yet, he assumes that the processes giving rise to conscious experience follow deterministic physical laws. Velmans then offers the
view that the unconscious neural processes that lead to a conscious wish to act
could be regarded as an expression of free will, because we feel that we have free
choice and control over the act.
Clearly, such a view does not represent a genuine free will. The voluntary act
is, in this view, not free of the inexorable adherence to deterministic physical
processes. In this view, the feeling of an independent freedom of choice and control is merely an illusion.
Emergent and Conscious Experience
Roger Sperry (1980) had proposed that the mind is an emergent property of suitable brain functions, with special attributes not evident in the neural activities
within the system, the brain. Among these attributes, Sperry included an ability
of the conscious mind to supervene in certain neural activities. Initially, Sperry
believed that the whole system obeyed the deterministic physical laws. But in his
later years, he concluded that one had to invoke the possibility that the conscious
mind could control certain neural functions in a way that was independent of the
physical laws (Doty, 1998).
Libet (1994; 1999) took these views a critical step further. He proposed that
the emergent conscious experience be represented in a field, the conscious mental field (CMF). The CMF would unify the experience generated by the many
neural units. It would also be able to affect certain neural activities and form a
basis for conscious will.
The CMF would be a new ‘natural’ field. It would be a nonphysical field, in the
sense that it could not be directly observed or measured by any external physical
means. That attribute is, of course, the well-known feature of conscious subjective
experience, which is only accessible to the individual having that experience.
In contrast to other proposed theories of conscious functions, Libet (1994) presented a fully detailed experimental design for testing the CMF theory. The CMF
theory is outrageously radical, in that it proposes a mode of intracerebral communication they can proceed without requiring neural pathways. But, as Niels Bohr
remarked, a theory that is not bizarre has no chance of providing a breakthrough
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advance. My hope is, therefore, that a qualified neuroscientific group will perform the difficult experimental test outlined in Libet (1994).
In any case, the CMF theory provides a ‘mechanism’ that fits the known properties of conscious experience, including that of conscious free will. It is not
dualism, in the Cartesian sense; the CMF does not exist without the living brain,
and is an emergent property that brain.
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